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Abstract. The most recognized feature of music is the capacity to arouse emotions in listeners: are such emotions inherent to music (indexes) or are they evoked by resemblance to an analogous emotional expression (icons)? The claim is that music is a conventionalized imitation of an expression of an emotional state (i.e., a symbolized iconic index), but to reach this form three evolutionary steps in human thinking are required: individual, joint, and collective intentionality, which parallel the emergence — and overlap — of indexes, icons, and symbols. Providing a comparative view of the genetic and neuroanatomical infrastructures required for the emergence of music, it will be hypothesized that: (i) music is rooted in ape vocalizations as an index of emotions performed by individual-intentionality agents; (ii) with the capacity for recursive mindreading of joint-intentionality agents, music evolved as an iconized index of emotions; (iii) as a consequence of demographic changes, collective-intentionality agents created musical instruments in order to reduce the structural complexity of the sign aiming at coordinating in joint musical activities and culturally transmitting symbolized iconic indexes of emotions.
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It started, perhaps, with the throwing of rocks, followed in succession by axes, spears, boomerangs, bows and arrows, guns, rockets, bombs, nuclear missiles, not to mention insults.

(Corbilis, The Recursive Mind)

Introduction

“Let me die” says Arianna (Lamento d’Arianna, Monteverdi, 1607): her voice is in a low register, words are spoken slowly interleaved with some breaks. Clearly she is not happy, she is experiencing the emotional state of sadness, musically depicted by low pitch, long notes, and the use of rests. Putting her emotions in the score, Monteverdi musicalized an imitation of an expression of an emotional state. He symbolized an iconic index of emotions.

According to Peirce (1931/1958), the relation between a sign and its referent can occur in indexical, iconic, and symbolic ways: an index is a sign that has a causal connection with its referent (smoke is causally connected to the presence of fire), an icon is a sign that maintains a sensorial resemblance (a portrait resembles the depicted person), and in a symbol, such link is arbitrary (the word “dog” has not resemblance, nor causal connection with the referent “dog”). These sign qualities have been recently used by Koelsch (2011a; 2012) for a taxonomy of musical meanings: an index signals the psychological state of an individual (e.g., emotion, mood, intention), an icon is a musical imitation of an extra-musical sound (e.g., dog, elephant, thunderstorm), and a symbol is conventionally or idiosyncratically associated to an extra-musical event (e.g., national anthem, ringtone, jingle). It has to be stressed, though, that these qualities of the sign do often — if not always, to different extents — overlap (Peirce 1931/1958; Garrod et al., 2007). For example, Kivy (2002) noted that we see it resembling human face when expressing sadness due to some visual aspects of its face that are similar to those of human in expressing sadness (sad eyes, wrinkled brow, drooping mouth, and so on). Similarly, Koelsch stated that indexes emerge from “the imitation of expressions signaling the psychological state of an individual” (2012, p.159). On such overlapping property of signs, there will be proposed here an evolutionary hypothesis for the emergence of music, assuming that from unintentional indexes of emotion, through an intentional iconization, music reached the status of symbolized iconic index of emotions. In doing so, music will be seen as a technology based on the capacity to understand other’s mind; an integrative view borrowed from two other evolutionary proposals.

According to Patel (2010), music is a “transformative technology of the mind” which has lasting effects on our brain. It is neither a biological adaptation (see e.g., Miller, 2000; Mithen, 2005; Levitin, 2006), nor a frill (referring to the Pinker’s cheesecake; 1997), but rather, like the control of fire, music is an invention that has been intimately integrated with our life to the extent that “there is no a going back, even though we might be able to live without this ability” (Patel, 2008, p.401): neither fire, nor music are crucial for life, clearly, but they are omnipresent. In fact, although having few universals, most of them related to psycho/ biological constraints (e.g., Brown & Jordania, 2011), music is itself a universal activity among humans, even though it has “no readily apparent functional consequence” (Hauser & McDermott, 2003, p.663), and it is also present in the community of Pirahã, of which language does not consider numbers, colors and recursive mechanisms (Everett, 2005). This is because music is tremendously powerful: like food, sex, and drug abuse, it activates the brain regions involved in reward/ motivation, emotions, and arousal (Blood & Zatorre, 2001). Physiolog-
ically speaking, it is able to modulate pain (Roy et al., 2012), to affect the consumption of sedative (Koelsch et al., 2011), and to enhance recovery — such as verbal memory and selective attention — after a stroke (Särkämö et al., 2008); furthermore, musicians have a bigger volume of grey matter (Gaser & Schlaug, 2003) and corpus callosum (Schlaug et al., 1995). Patel’s approach is particularly useful inasmuch as he claims that music is an invention (resonating with Everett (2012) in regard to language) built on pre-existing cognitive abilities. Being a technology, it is subjected to the ratchet effect, i.e., it is constantly improved through imitative learning and modifications in the context of faithful social transmission (Tomassello, 1999).

Another evolutionary approach considers the involvement of the theory of mind, which is the milestone for human-unique cognition (Tomassello, 1999; 2008; 2014; Corballis, 2011), referring to the ability of humans to understand other beings as having their own mind. According to Livingstone and Thompson (2009), constructing a model of the mental states in order to predict actions (theory theory) and simulating hypothetical states of mind — empathizing (simulation theory) — establish the musical communication as “an affective sandbox for safe emotional exploration” and its use in cultural rituals (Livingstone & Thompson, 2009, p.95). By making a comparison with other arts (painting, sculpture, story-telling, adornments) and speech (prosody), what crucially emerges from their proposal is that music — and arts in general — is (and has been) used for eliciting emotions. So, music is a means for sharing emotions, which is specific to humans (Tomassello, 2008; Corballis, 2011).

1. Is Music Unique to Humans?

It is presumable to think that music and language are two different aspects of the same communicative phenomenon (Cross et al., 2013; Koelsch, 2011b), supposed to be evolved from a common ancestor (e.g., musilanguage; Brown, 1998), and speciated in order to fulfill emotional and referential purposes. As a matter of fact, music and language share many structural similarities: both are based upon a finite set of discrete elements and principles of combination which rule a hierarchical organization; they both make use of symbolic sounds and are structured according to phonology, syntax, and semantics (e.g., Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Sloboda, 1985; Patel, 2008). More interesting, many studies have demonstrated a neural overlap in processing (e.g., Maess et al., 2001; Patel, 2003) and also that music, like language, is able to convey semantic meaning (Koelsch et al., 2004; Painter & Koelsch, 2011).

However, there are two basic distinctions that must be moved forward: language relies mainly on timbre for phoneme intelligibility, whereas music does on rhythm for synchronization. Also language is rhythmically organized in order to coordinate people in conversational turn talking (Patel, 2010), but music is unique in the fact that two individuals can synchronously communicate at the same time, which is deleterious for language intelligibility. In regard to music, it has been pointed out that the late stages of music perception overlap with the early stages of actions (Koelsch, 2011b). According to Koelsch (2010; 2012), making music together entails a set of social advantages: it prevents social isolations by making contact with other individuals; it engages social cognition; it makes inter-individual emotional states more homogenous; it boosts communication, especially for infants and young children; it triggers pleasure, even in absence of explicit shared goals; it requires cooperation and inter-individual trust; and finally, it increases the social cohesion in a group.

The ease by which humans engage in joint actions through musical activity, suggests that our closest and intelligent living relatives, the great apes, may engage, at least, in rhythm. Merchant and Honing (2014) reviewed such issue pointing out that among primates, humans are the only ones able to entrain rhythm, but evidence leads to a “gradual audiomotor evolution hypothesis”: rhesus monkeys, for instance, cannot extrapolate beat from a complex auditory rhythm, yet they can detect the starting point (Honing et al., 2012). However, despite the lack of rhythmic engagement, nonhuman primates seem more sensitive to pitch: Japanese macaques are good to discriminate consonant vs. dissonant intervals (Izumi, 2000), which elicit different neural patterns (Fishman et al., 2001), but they do not show any preferences (McDermott & Hauser, 2004). So, how can it be possible to pinpoint the emergence of music given that our closest relatives are not musically gifted?

Indeed, the present research suggests that music emerged from the vocalizations of non-musically gifted apes. The paper is subdivided in three sections: in a comparative perspective, the first two parts show the biological and psychological — hardware & software — infrastructure. The first part concerns the vocal learning ability presented from a behavioral, neuroanatomical, and genetic perspective, while a brief digression on human and ape emotions is outlined in order to pave the way for the motives underlying music. The second part is narrowed to the foundation for language and music, i.e., shared intentionality, and a partial view on human mindreading and gestures in human children and nonhuman primates will lead to the formulation of the hypothesis. It will be suggested that music started from ape vocalizations, moved towards a separation from emotions, and then conventionalization. Such changes are reflected by a change and overlap in the nature of the sign.

Vocal Learning: Comparative Studies

One might raise a question: does the rhythmic entrainment suggest higher cognitive abilities? Given that other primates cannot afford it, the answer could be “yes”. Merchant and Honing (2014) suggest that this is caused because they lack the neural connections between auditory and motor systems; in fact, among primates humans are the only ones that exhibit this complex neural pathway (Egnor & Hauser, 2004). However, two pioneer studies investigated the rhythm issue bringing other results: Snowball — a sulphur-crested cockatoo (Cacatua galerita eleonora) — and Alex — an African grey parrot (Psittacus erithacus) — are skilled dancers. In the first study, Patel and colleagues (2009) played Snowball’s favorite song (Backstreet Boys’ Everybody) at different tempi (up to ±20 %) showing that the parrot bobbed his head synchronously. Similarly, Schachner and collaborators (2009) mentioned the Alex’s
ability to dance even to novel musical stimuli; moreover, by creating a database querying YouTube with “dance” and the animal name, the authors documented that only 14 species (on YouTube) are able to engage in rhythm. Despite a very limited set of other living organisms can synchronize to each other and taught to entrain rhythm (Greenfield & Schul, 2008; Cook et al., 2013), it is plausible the idea that rhythmic synchronization is due to the vocal learning ability (Patel, 2006).

1. Convergent Behaviours

Vocal learning refers to the ability to learn vocalizations that are not innate, but learned. For example, humans do not need to learn to cry (Fitch & Jarvis, 2013), but they need to learn language. Among vocal learner species there are some convergent behaviors. Above all, they clearly rely on the auditory channel as it provides both the source and the feedback to a process that basically entails a motor action. Animal “forbidden experiments” demonstrated that songbirds isolated from others develop aberrant songs and show a lower reproductive success (Marler, 1999; Williams et al., 1993). Learning has to occur in a particular temporal window, namely critical age, after which it is not possible to vocalize correctly. The (in)famous case of Genie (Fromkin et al., 1974), a feral child who has been forced to live the first 13 years of her life in complete social isolation and acquired a dramatically undeveloped language, provides evidence for the critical age in language acquisition. Although not vital, something similar to the critical period has been documented also for music: adults are better in verbal memory tasks if they received musical training before the age of 12 (Chan et al., 1998), and there is a strong correlation between the absolute pitch and the age of onset of musical training (Brown et al., 2002; for a critical view, see Levitin & Zatorre, 2003). The critical period is characterized by the babbling stage. Given the wide range of sounds producible by the human phonatory apparatus, the set of sounds used by a given language, and the ability for a baby to be sensitive to “those” sounds rather than others, babbling stage is essential for learning the relationship between oral movements and auditory outcomes (Patel, 2008), and it occurs — gesturally — also in deaf children exposed to sign language (Petitto & Marentette, 1991) and in songbirds (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999).

There is no need to mention here the syntactic and phonologic aspects of human language, but a syntax-like feature in nonhuman animal’s songs has been documented. For example, Alex, the African grey parrot, was not only a good dancer, it also used combinatorial principles in the way that three-year-old human children do (Pepperberg, 1999). The humpback whales’ *Megaptera novaeangilae* songs present a hierarchical structure: notes are combined into phrases, which form themes and songs that are cyclically repeated (Payne, 2000). Appealing is the idea that nonhuman animal could handle human-specific recursive mechanisms for their vocalizations: Gentner and colleagues (2006) surprisingly found that European starlings (*Sturnus vulgaris*) use recursive center-embedded grammar; however, Corballis (2007) suggested that more than one level of center-embedded recursion is difficult to parse even for humans, thus the Starling’s success in Gentner’s study was probably due to discrimination of patterns rather than the use of whatever grammatical rule. Lastly, dialects — i.e., geographically defined and culturally transmitted songs — are very spread among vocal learners (e.g., 6,000 human languages). A well-known case in this field is that of humpback whales (Payne, 2000): their songs change in relation to different populations and time, from month to month, through improvisation and imitation, which suggests a human-like culture enforced by population agreement.

2. Neuroanatomy

Neuroanatomically speaking, a crucial role in the vocal learning ability is played by the basal ganglia, which links the auditory inputs to the motor outputs (Patel, 2006) and it is also important for sequential movements (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999) as well as for processing temporal patterns in both language and music (Grahn, 2012); moreover, the left hemisphere appears to be dominant for both language and songs (Fitch & Jarvis, 2013). Doupe and Kuhl (1999) reviewed that other structures are connected in this circuitry such as cerebellum, involved in rate and rhythm of vocalizations, and thalamus, for maintaining stable vocalizations. The vocal learning path-way, is often referred to as the cortical-basal ganglia-thalamic-cortical loop, emphasizing the circular nature of this path: from auditory to motor, from motor to auditory areas. Fitch and Jarvis (2013) stressed the importance of the connection between the motor cortical regions and the (brainstem) motor neurons involved in the control of the vocal organs (syrinx and larynx in birds and humans) that does not exist (or is very weak; Iriki, unpublished observation cited in Arbib & Iriki, 2013, p.493) in non-vocal learners; that is why other primates cannot finely control their orofacial movements, hence vocalizations.

Now, the question someone may raise is: do all vocal learners have a common ancestor? If it were, we would expect that all great apes share the vocal learning ability with us, but this is not the case. Yet, as Fitch and Jarvis (2013) show, vocal learners are sparsely distributed among species, and such an ability could have either gained or lost. Humans, songbirds and other vocal learners, suggested the authors, are too rare in animal kingdom, and it is unlikely that they all had a vocal learner common ancestor.

3. Genetics

One of the genetic components of the vocal learning ability is the gene called FOXP2. This gene has several downstream effects involving brain, lungs, heart, and gut (Vargha-Khadem et al., 2005), hence it is neither the gene for language, nor the gene for vocal learning ability, yet is still crucial for their appearance (Fitch & Jarvis, 2013). Despite mammals and birds split 300 million years ago, human FOXP2 differs from songbird FoxP2 in only 2 % of the protein. Only three amino acids changed since humans diverged from mice, around 70 million years ago, but two of them are present in only humans and not in other primates, suggesting that this gene has been fixed in humans around 4-6 million years ago, when we split from chimpanzees (Vargha-Khadem et al., 2005). The human version of this gene jumped out at the scientific community from the naturally mutated genome of the KE family, that re-
ported throughout three generations developmental verbal dyspraxia in almost half population (Lai et al., 2001). Affected members were unable to produce fine orofacial movements during speech, they were blind to the inflectional features of English (luckily they did not live in ancient Rome), and displayed more general impairments in language production rather than comprehension (Vargha-Khadem et al., 2005); one might think that such impairments are related to motor areas, but patients shown no deficits in manual praxis. The gene’s maximal expression is in the brain development: neural images from affected patients revealed that the volume of the caudate nuclei (a basal ganglia structure) correlated with performances in oral praxis, they had low levels of grey matter in Broca’s area, and did not show lateralization when processing language.

Consistently, results from animal experiments show that genetic modification in the Area X (a basal ganglia structure necessary for song learning) of zebra finches resulted in imprecise and more variable (not stable) imitated songs (Haesler et al., 2007). More interesting, is the case of humanized mice that have been implanted with our version of FOXP2 (Enard et al., 2009). Ironically, during a Nobel conference speech, Svante Pääbo remarked that when the researchers were testing the results, they attempted to talk to the mice for six months, but no results jumped out. Again, although it might be funny, this is crucial to understand that FOXP2 is not directly related to language, but rather, along its downstream consequences, the gene regulates several domains: mice reported a qualitatively change in their vocalizations, a great modification in the basal-ganglia, and an induced robust long-term neuronal depression which is directly related to the synaptic plasticity, hence to the capacity for learning (Fisher & Scharff, 2009).

### 4. Vocalizations and Emotions

Emotions are deeply tied to music, and we all agree that there is no need to read statistics to understand it. However, a meta-analysis conducted by Tirovolas & Levitin (2011) revealed that such a topic has been one of the most investigated in the Music Perception journal between 1983 and 2010. The uses of music for “emotional” purposes are diverse: music can be used for changing, releasing, and matching emotions as well as for enjoying, comforting, and relieving stress (Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008), but how does music induce emotions? Juslin and Västfjäll (2008) proposed six psychological mechanisms by which emotions are aroused by music: by acoustical characteristics that signal a potentially important urgent event; by a repeated pairing with positive or negative stimuli; by mimicking an expression of an emotional state; by inducing visual images; by evoking particular memory associated with; and by violating, delaying, and confirming listener’s expectations.

Taking the emotion of fear as an example of potentially important event, several studies investigated how this is processed in the brain when elicited by music: amygdala seems to play an important role. The patient S. M., with a bilateral damage restricted to both amygdalae, was selectively impaired to recognize sad and fearful music, she judged the peaceful music as less relaxing, and the scary one as less arousing (Gosselin et al., 2007). Koelsch and colleagues (2006) reported that also the processing of permanently dissonant music — i.e., negative emotional valence — occurs in amygdala, which additionally has a role in recognizing fearful human vocalizations (Dellacherie et al., 2011) and prosody (Scott et al., 1997). Interesting, during fearful musical stimuli, amygdala is functionally connected to the visual cortex suggesting an increase of visual alertness (Koelsch et al., 2013), that is, fight or flight.

In a similar vein, monkey studies (Adolph, 2010 and references therein) reported that amygdala lesions resulted in less caution towards a potential predator and less timidity towards human strangers; they lose their social status and are left dying in the wild. If the lesion occurs in the neonatal period, monkeys show diminished fear towards novel objects and a more prosocial behaviour. In rats, lesions to the amygdala resulted in the inability to acquire Pavlovian conditional vocalization responses (Borszcz & Leaton, 2003). Anatomically speaking, the generation of apes calls involves subcortical structures such as cingulate cortex, diencephalon, and brainstem structures (Corballis, 2010), while, on auditory perception, they show a human-like auditory lateralization (Poremba et al., 2004): species-specific vocalization activate the left superior temporal gyrus (also behaviourally reflected by the tendency to turn the right ear to the sound source) which is not elicited by other sound classes. Moreover, the superior temporal gyrus shows a specialization in regard to calls-type — anterolateral — and sound-source location — caudolateral — (Ghazanfar & Hauser, 2001). In humans a bilateral damage of the facial motor cortex causes a loss of voluntary control over speech, whereas in other primates there are no significant consequences on the production of calls, phenomenon that reflects differences in terms of innateness/learnedness (Jürgens, 2002). So, brain injuries research suggests that amygdala is involved in processing emotional stimuli in both human and nonhuman primates. While the auditory perception shows similarities, the production shows a different pattern: human speech stems from cortical structures, whereas ape vocalizations stem from the subcortical ones. Paraphrasing these results, intentionality seems to play a crucial role.

### Shared Intentionality

Shared intentionality is the rationale for human communication: both communicator and recipient understand others actions as intentionally motivated to communicate. Communicative acts work recursively:

(i) communicator’s goal is that recipient knows something,

(ii) recipient understands that communicator wants her to know something,

(iii) communicator recognizes that recipient wants to understand and respond to his desire for her to know something (Tomasello, 2008, pp.204–5).

Generally, there are three basic communicative motives: requesting help, offering help, and sharing emotions (Tomasello, 2008); the latter is paramount for music. If nonhuman primates can, in some extraordinary cases, request and offer help (Warneken & Tomasello, 2006), what
is clear is that they cannot align with conspecifics due to social conformity or solidarity. Conversely, humans have the need to be like others and be liked by others (Tomasello, 2008) in order to avoid isolation. One can align with others by sharing emotions and attitudes: for example, showing enthusiasm for painting is not just an informative declaration such as “I want you to know that I like painting”, rather it is a means for increasing common ground and psychological closeness in a way that “I want you to feel something so that we can share attitudes/ feeling together” (Tomasello, 2008, p.87). This behavior can be ontogenetically traced when infants point to something displaying their emotions alternating gaze with adults: “Look! The cat is on the mat!”. Liszkowski, Carpenter and Tomasello (2007) reported that when an adult expresses disinterest, the infant stops pointing to the object of her interest because she understands that her enthusiasm towards such object is not shared with the adult. In a large scale, sharing attitudes and feelings creates affiliation and social identity, alliances are stipulated on the basis of common interests, and groups become more cohesive.

1. Individual, Joint, and Collective Intentionality

Broadly speaking, according to Tomasello (2014), the evolutionary path of human thinking is characterized by individual, joint, and collective intentionality, roughly corresponding to think about myself, my partner, and the group to which I belong. Apes are individual animals, their thinking is based on individual intentionality that results in a competitive behavior. Although they are able in some cases to join in group activities (choosing the best cooperator, Melis et al., 2006b), apes still think about themselves: if they are given the choice to acquire or eat food alone or in group, they prefer the solitary option, and food conflicts are usually resolved towards the dominant ape.

In a rather different way, humans behave cooperatively. According to the interdependence hypothesis (Tomasello et al., 2012), the first step towards human cognition is represented by joint intentionality, that is, cooperation as a mutualistic collaboration. A change of ecology forced humans to compete in foraging with the expansion of terrestrial monkeys, pushing them in the direction of a dietary niche based on meat. Realizing that solitary hunting brings less chance of success, they started to cooperate in a dyadic form and started to share the spoils becoming more tolerant to which I belong. Apes are individual animals, their thinking is based on individual intentionality that results in a competitive behavior. Although they are able in some cases to join in group activities (choosing the best cooperator, Melis et al., 2006b), apes still think about themselves: if they are given the choice to acquire or eat food alone or in group, they prefer the solitary option, and food conflicts are usually resolved towards the dominant ape.

According to Tomasello and colleagues (2012), with the growth of population within groups and the beginning of competition between groups, small-scale collaborative foraging did not suffice the new social environment and the need for food. New cognitive demands appeared: coordinating towards joint goals, mastering complex skills and technology, and transmitting them faithfully within and across generations. Large groups required more coordination with strangers, and also a kind of group selection in order to avoid free ridings; reputation played a crucial role. Hence, collective intentionality (Tomasello, 2014) drove humans to create social norms and cultural conventions in order to regulate the diversity of unproductive behaviors. Cultural conventions are needed where complex skills and technologies are required to be learned by a novice: a joint activity is more efficiently performed under conventions for the fact that both agents expect the partner to act in the same manner.

2. Recursive Mindreading

Despite challenged by the “querelle of recursion” blown-up from Everett (2005) and the supposed recursive patterns of birds (Gentner, 2006), a well-recognized uniqueness of human beings is the capacity for recursion (Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch, 2002; Corballis, 2011). Recursion refers to the computational mechanism by which, through hierarchical embedding, from a finite set of elements can virtually arise limitless sentences (e.g., “this is the cat that worried the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack built”, Corballis, 2007, p.698). Besides recursive mechanisms, what humans are very good at is exploiting their social brain for understanding others intentions, which appears to be correlated with the social complexity (Dunbar, 1998; Gowlett et al., 2012). That is because the bigger is the group, the more cognitive demand is involved, such as recognizing individual’s faces, their behaviors, their relationships, thinking about absent people and their role, and, indeed, understanding others intentions.

Understanding others intentions, also called “mindreading”, involves a recursive mechanism: computers are zero-order intentional machines because they do not know they know, someone-order organisms do, and some others know that someone else knows; a third-order intentional organism knows that someone else knows that someone else knows, and so on. Humans think generally up to the fourth grade and rarely exceed the sixth as “Peter knows that Jane believes that Mark thinks that Paula wants Jake to suppose that Amelia intends to do something” (Dunbar, 1998, p.188). Communicative intentions are either third or fourth order because communicator does not want only that the recipient knows something, but she wants he knows that she wants he knows something in such a way as “I want you to know I want you to know [something]” (Tomasello, 2008, p.95). Outside such a recursive framework, even pantomimes could not have been arisen because at the same time the communicator gesticulates, attempting to convey a message, she is also communicating her intention to communicate — I want you to know I am pantomiming [so, I want you to know] X —, thus, without communicative intentions, a pantomime appears a bizarre action without any message conveyed.

3. Indexical and Iconic Gestures in Children and Apes

Although apes are not able to acquire new vocalizations, also through intensive training with humans, they can spontaneously learn to point to unreachable food. Captive monkeys do it only with humans because they are used to give monkeys free food, so they do not point in the wild because they do not expect such a cooperation from conspecifics. Apes, however, cannot pantomime and cannot understand iconic gestures (Tomasello et al., 1997). Because they lack of communicative intentions, they are not able to communicate iconic referents: even if an ape com-
municator could succeed in pantomimizing, the ape recipient will not understand her because he lacks the recursive mindreading.

In stark contrast children are ready to point from the third month of age, but, having no communicative intentions yet, those gestures cannot be considered pointing as those of human adults. However, as soon as they understand intentions of others, at 10-14 months, they start pointing in order to request things and to share emotions, which appears to be a universal way to communicate at that age (Liszkowski et al., 2012). Pantomimes in the form of conventionalized gestures such as “OK” and “bye bye” arise much later in respect to pointing. Creative iconic gestures appear even later because they require the infant to have skills of imitation and simulation in order to represent something that is perceptually absent. Serving basically the same function, pantomimes are in competition with language: around the second year of age, when they start to acquire more language, infants prefer linguistic conventions to the iconic gestural ones — that show a decline in production.

Symbolized Iconic Indexes of Emotion Hypothesis

Summing up, given the similarities between music and language and the fact that great apes cannot entrain rhythm, it may be fair to think that music is a human species-specific activity, accompanied by language, that requires higher cognitive capacities. However, many linguistic and musical behaviors have been documented also in animal realm, showing neuroanatomical and genetic similarities. In terms of vocal expression of emotions, a great difference between humans and apes lays in the fact that humans can control their vocalizations, while apes cannot, suggesting the key role of intentional communication. Along human lineage, it could be hypothesized a change in the nature of intentionality, from individual to collective, wherein the ability for recursive mindreading seems at the basis of human communication. Consistent with comparative data on the emergence of indexical and iconic gestures in children and apes, it can be now put forward the hypothesis on the phylogenetic emergence of music stemmed from ape vocalizations.

The claim here is that music evolved in three main steps, involving an overlap (albeit to different extents) between indexes, icons, and symbols. In a first step, music originated from ape vocalizations as an index of an emotional state performed by an individual-intentionality agent; in a second step, joint-intentionality humans could escape from a mechanistic and unintentional reaction to an emotional state and could imitate expressions of emotions out from the here and now in an iconic form, which can be understood thanks to the recursive mindreading; finally, in big groups, collective-intentionality subjects conventionalized such vocalizations through the discretization of musical instruments in order to musically cooperate, and to transmit the musical heritage.

1. Indexes of Emotions

An index of emotions is not yet music, but is the first step through which it is possible to move towards the emergence of music. Apes vocalizations, a mechanical response to an emotional state, are indexes of emotions. Nonhuman primates are not vocal learners, that is, they have a genetically fixed repertoire of vocalizations that does not vary within the species and cannot be controlled (Tomasello, 2008). In fact, in stark contrast with songbirds and humans, monkeys raised in isolation or fostered by other monkey species still produce their own species vocalizations. What is crucial for the link with music is the fact that their vocalizations are deeply tied to an emotional state, and attempting to separate those vocalizations from a triggering emotion seems an impossible task (Goodall, 1986). Also alarm calls are not intended to alert other individuals about the imminent danger, but rather, again, they are an individualistic expression of emotions (Tomasello, 2008), and even though a macaque mother sees a predator approaching her offspring, she does not vocalize as long as she herself is in danger (Cheney & Seyfarth, 1990). Since their vocalizations cannot be voluntarily controlled (although squirrel monkeys seem to do it; Jürgens, 2002), apes can neither simulate an expression of an absent emotion, nor learn different ways to express an emotion; they simply cannot communicate absent referents (Liszkowski et al., 2009).

In a similar way, also modern humans display vocal indexes of emotions: laughing and crying, for example, are neither culturally learned nor separated from an emotion that is being experienced. Clearly, we express emotions also when we speak, for example, talking with vocal tremor during a public speech, loud voice when feeling gleeful, and high-pitched voice when greeting a sexually desirable person (Bachorowski, 1999). These expressions are not voluntarily controlled, but are the consequence of an emotional state (and physiological constraints) and are separate from language in a way that also nonsense sentences cue an emotional state (Scherer et al., 1991); these cues work also across different languages and cultures, suggesting an almost universal set of inference rules (Scherer et al., 2001). Although to a different extent, (cultural) indexes of emotions are present when using swearwords. Swearing is an expression of negative emotions (Rassin & Muris, 2005) and it has the power to increase pain tolerance and decrease pain perception (Stephens et al., 2009). As a matter of fact, swearing taps into the deep and emotional brain involving the limbic system and the right basal ganglia (Pinker, 2007) activating the fight or flight mechanism; hence it is probably rooted in ancient survival urges.

2. Iconic Indexes of Emotions

If indexicalizing emotions is the not-yet-music starting point, iconizing indexes of emotions is the first step towards the onset of music as we know it today. While indexes are deeply tied to the here and now, icons have the property to escape this condition because they depend on the communicator’s skills to imitate and simulate an entity that is not perceptually present, and, from the recipient side, on skills of imagination (Tomasello, 2014). The implementation of icons in a communicative system is consistent with the Mithen’s (2005) evolutionary hypothesis according to which the mimetic — i.e., iconic — factor.
attached to the holistic, manipulative, multi-modal, and musical communication system had marked the passage to the early-human musical proto-language ancestor. So, it can be supposed that early humans started to iconize emotions during joint activities (e.g., during foraging); a caveman may have pantomimed to his cave-mate an episode where a third peer had been previously injured by a tiger, pointing at the same time to the place where it happened; in doing so, he could have iconized the expression of emotion of the injured mate, exploiting the ability of the recipient to understand communicative acts recursively.

Communicating iconic vocal indexes of emotions is possible when an agent has communicative intentions in the way that “I musician want you listener to know that I musician am pantomiming an expression of emotion to you listener” (adapted from Tomasello, 2008). Because of this, the inability of apes to produce music is not due their lack of imagining (and to some extents they do; Tomasello, 2014), but rather to the lack of communicative intentions; they do not have the communicative motive as humans do, thus they are not interested in doing so with conspecifics (in particular, sharing emotions). Given the acoustic similarities between vocal expression of emotions and the musical ones (Juslin & Laukka, 2003), these iconic indexes of emotions do work for the reason that both communicators and recipients have the common ground based on production/perception of emotions, which, also through music, appear to be universally expressed and recognized (Fritz et al., 2009). According to the Juslin-and-Västfjäll (2008) framework, iconic indexes of emotions may elicit an emotional contagion because the perception of voice-like aspects of music are mimicked internally. In this regard, Fritz and Koelsch (commentary in Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008) also noted that such mirroring occurs only during the perception of pleasant stimuli (Koelsch et al., 2006), suggesting that the emotional contagion occurs accompanied by the approach behavior, i.e., directing attention to others. Thus, understanding intentions of others plays a crucial role in music. Steinbeis and Koelsch (2009) presented atonal musical sequences to subjects with the cues that it was either written by a composer or generated by a computer: the cortical network for mental state attribution was activated solely when the music was supposed to be written by a composer. This, from the communicative side, narrows the definition of music to something made by humans with communicative intentions (Koelsch, 2011c).

Still, iconized indexes of emotions are not yet music rather they are vocalizations that, escaped from the here and now, can finally move towards a new form of communication system that is music as we know today.

3. Symbolized Iconic Indexes of Emotions

Symbolizing iconic indexes of emotion is the step required to have music. Once a sign (iconic vocalization) is being extrapolated from its causal source (emotional state), it can move towards new forms. In the field of experimental semiotics, Garrod and collaborators (2007) have shown that iconic signs tend to change their nature in the direction of symbols due to communicative interactions; precisely, as a consequence of the migration of structural complexity from the sign itself to the users’ memory, the sign become simpler, more schematic, and converges to each other thanks to a process of grounding. Another study (Verhoef et al., 2014) has shown that, through iterated learning, phonetic and phonological combinatorial structures can also emerge using a slide whistle (a particular flute without holes but with a metal plunger that permits to modulate pitch in a given continuum of sounds like voice and trombone); this is crucial in linking musical instruments to combinatorial mechanisms.

As mentioned above, since at a certain point in history groups became larger (Tomasello et al., 2012), there had been new needs: coordinative and transmissive motives arisen, thus, natural gestures became collective linguistic conventions (Tomasello, 2014). In regard to music, transmissive and coordinative needs can be accomplished by conventionalizing iconic indexes of emotions by the means of musical instruments. With reference to transmission, a way to transform an idiosyncratic pantomime of an expression of emotions into a transmissible information is to decrease the structural complexity of the sign by restricting the infinite possibility of producible sounds that the vocal apparatus can produce; in other words, discretizing the vocal continuum into a finite set of sounds. In this regard, flutes appear to be the first attempt to conventionalize vocalizations. Indeed, the discovery of a flute dating 30,000 years (Conard et al., 2009) not only attests the presumed emergence of musical instruments (excluding that other organic perishable artifacts may be used; see e.g., Cross, 1999) in reference to Daouvois (1989) regarding stalactic structures), but it proves that such process of conventionalization was already in use. With reference to coordination, lithophones permitted to punctuate and stress rhythm during collective rituals, by discretizing the continuum of time. Especially with the need for coordination with strangers in many activities, which would have required for the novice a certain amount of time and effort to learn arbitrarily conventionalized norms and proto-language, engraining in music activity would have made the process of group integration much easier for them through an alignment of emotional states. In fact, given the music’s multiplicity of “aboutness” of meanings (floating intentionality), it was thus possible a consequence-free exploratory behavior (Cross, 1999) as a medium for maintaining social flexibility (Cross, 2004).

Lastly: why “symbolized”, rather than “conventionalized”, iconic indexes? As in a given language, phonemes constitute a finite set extrapolated from an infinite array of producible sounds, so it is for music: a finite set of sounds (notes) are cut from an infinite array of sounds. Now, each singular musical sound (vs. the holistic vocalization) is an autonomous entity, and as such it can be perceived and handled; the iconic sign (a set of notes) starts thus its separation from its mimicked source by moving towards the symbolic form, of which interpretation relies on cultural common ground (collective memory). For instance, while iconic indexes of emotions are an analogacl representation of an emotional state, the symbolized ones, on the other hand, are digitalized representations, which entail a certain degree of arbitrariness and openness; as a matter of fact, the finite set of elements permits in any case a potential infinite amount of symbolic meanings. The openness
given by musical instruments permits the expressions of emotions to be exaggerated eliciting even a more emotional responses (consistent with the “peak shift” principle by Ramachandran & Hirstein, 1999): if “angry” is vocally expressed by fast rate, loud intensity, and a harsh timbre, a musical instrument could be even faster, louder, and harsher (Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008). Without the ability to manage symbols, music could not be able to serve a plethora of uses such as group affiliation, ritual accompaniment, intermediary with divinities, associations to — and amplifications of — visual meanings, and so on.

Conclusions

Broadly speaking, music is an expression of an emotional state; narrowing, it is actually an imitation of an expression of an emotional state, but going in depth in the nowadays-form, music is a conventionalized imitation of an expression of an emotional state. That is because music is a cultural artifact — a technology —, and as such, for social needs it has to be constrained for coordinative and transmissive motives, a process wherein musical instruments played a crucial role. The power of music to arouse emotions is due to its iconic nature, which mimicking universally expressed emotions can be universally understood thanks to the human ability to recursively read the minds in a way that human communication involves the desire for communication in addition to the message itself. It has been proposed, taking intentionality as benchmark, that the change in the nature of expression of emotions by music parallels the change in the nature of intentionality: indexes, icons, and symbols are byproducts of individual, joint, and collective intentionality. Yet, this is not the whole story. If generally speaking the phylogenesis of music can be thought stemming from nonhuman primate unintentional vocalizations, it is also true that some remarkable biological necessities are not shared with them, that is, above all the voluntary control over their vocalizations which is due to a particular neuroanatomical circuitry that enables the vocal learning pathway. In the absence of this ability it would not be possible to learn cultural vocalizations other than the innate ones, a process that exploits the neural link between auditory and motor brain areas, where a subcortical structure (basal ganglia) plays a role in processing sequential movements and temporal patterns. Vocal learners are sparsely distributed among species, suggesting a genetic convergence of the FOXP2 gene of which expression involves mainly the brain and lungs development, which are the biological conditions for language and music appearance — at least in the vocal form.

At this point, some interrogatives still exist. We know that lithophones appeared in human lineage before flutes (respectively 40 and 30,000 years ago; Cross et al., 2002; Conard et al., 2009), and that apes spontaneously engage in “drumming” in the wild (Fitch, 2006); consistent with the gestural origin of language hypotheses (e.g., Tomasello, 2008; Arbib, 2005; Corballis, 2002), it is not to be excluded a motor — rather than vocal — hypothesis for the emergence of music. In this case, the emotional trigger should be reassessed rising other questions such as “when” and “why” emotions irrupted into music, and “how” and “why” the change to vocal medium took place. However, although apes have a good dexterity (Quallo et al., 2009), and despite rhythm can be considered a motor — rather than vocal — activity, in order to engage in rhythm they need the genetic equipment, therefore, also the motor origin of music hypothesis relies on the appearance of the vocal learning ability.

Finally, assuming that musical instruments triggered — or pushed — the symbolization of music, could it be possible that they also helped to bootstrap combinatorial mechanisms in language? Could it be the reverse (i.e., language compositionality helped music symbolization)? May these have arisen together as a consequence of a brain predisposed for such a mechanism? This line of questioning appears to revoke the egg/ chicken dilemma. However, it is now clear that to some extents symbolic behavior is traced very early in human history (Balter, 2009), much earlier than the appearance of musical instruments: taking apart the surprisingly symmetric hand-axes of the Oldowan industry (1.4 million years ago; Mithen, 2005), ornamental objects such as painted shells dating 82,000 years ago (Bouzouggar et al., 2007) and the geometric abstract representations on a pieces of ochre going back to 70,000 years ago (Henshilwood et al., 2002) attested in some ways the manifestation of symbolic behavior in Homo sapiens. More interesting is the discovery of the 35,000-year-old mammoth-ivory Venus of Hohle Fels (Conard, 2009), which appears to be the oldest example of figurative art. Being contemporary to the appearance of flutes and lithophones (±5,000 years) as well as the cave-paintings, this Venus attests the “creative explosion” (Balter, 2009) in humans, providing evidence for an already-modern human artistic and symbolic behavior in action.

Attempting to date the arrival of music is a pretentious endeavor. It has been found that Neanderthals shared with us the two changes that differ from human and chimpanzee in the FOXP2 gene (Krause et al., 2007), thus, it has been suggested that they had the capacity for language and speech as well as many other modern-human-like behaviors such as controlling fire, cooking food, burying their deaths, and so on (Dediu & Levinson, 2013). So, were Neanderthals musical beings, as Mithen (2005) suggested? Did we, both Neanderthals and us, inherit the musical gift from our common ancestor, as Falk (2004) suggested in relation to mothereese as a trigger for language in late Australopithecus and early Homo sapiens? Despite it is almost attested that Neanderthals had not musical instruments (d’Errico et al., 1998 rejected the bone-as-flute hypothesis of Turk 1997), it has been also suggested that they were not technological and cognitively much different from us, therefore the cultural (Villa & Roebroeks, 2014) and genetic exchange scenarios (Prüfer et al., 2014) are not to be rejected (it has to be noted that in outside-Africa humans, the Neanderthal genome varies between 2 % and 7.5 %; Stringer, 2012). Given that Neanderthals and modern humans overlapped for 2,600-5,400 years (Higham et al., 2014), it is not to be excluded also the fact that different musico-linguistic (e.g., musilanguage; Brown, 2000) communicative cultural technologies may have been swapped in that period (culture evolves faster than genes), “ratcheting” more elaborate communicative systems. Thus, it is not a hazard to reject the Prometheus — or Big Bang
(see Corballis, 2011) — theory in favor of a more gradual hypothesis where language and music piggybacked each other providing means for implementing technologies that serve the needs for referencing and expressing emotions, from which there is no stepping back.

Concluding, being technologies, music and language could be conceived as “new machine[s] made out of old parts” (Tomasello, 2008, in reference to Bates, 1979) that rely on the capacity to read other’s mind (Livingstone & Thompson, 2009). Without a recursive theory of mind, in fact, it would be not possible to manage iconic absent referents and so extrapolate indexes of emotion from the here and now, starting the process of symbolization due to cultural constraints. Moreover, the cultural recycling of cortical maps hypothesized by Dehaene and Cohen (2007) claims that a recent technology, too recent to be involved in evolution, is processed in the brain cortex entailing a structural modification of it invading older brain circuits; this is what Patel (2010) suggested for music too. These old parts constitute the modular processing of music (Peretz & Patel (2010) suggested for music too. These old parts constitute the modular processing of music (Peretz & Patel, 2010) and they can also account for the selective impairments in music and language processing due to brain damages as well as for the fact that language and music — in regard to syntax — share neural resources but have different representations (Patel, 2003). This phenomenon can clarify the different purposes that language and music serve: referring to the outside world and referring to the inside world, i.e., expressing emotions.
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Portretinių (ikoninių) indeksų simbolizavimas: intencionalumą paremta hipotezė apie muzikos buvimą

Santrauka

Labiausiai pripažintas muzikos bruožas yra jos gebėjimas sužadinti klausytojų emocijas: ar tokios emocijos būdingos muzikai (indeksams), ar jos sužadintos muzikos panašumo į analogišką emocinę rašiką (portretai, ikonos)? Teigiame, kad muzika yra konvencionalizuotas emocinio būvio imitavimas (t. y. simbolizuotas portretinis (ikoninis) indeksas), bet norint pasiekti tokią formą, reikia trijų evoliucinių žmo gus mąstymo žingsnių: individualaus, jungtinio ir kolektyvinio intencionalumo, kurie sugeria arba beveik sutampa su indeksais, ikonomis ir simboliais. Pateikdami palyginamąją genetinių ir neuroanatominių infrastruktūrų, reikalingų muzikos buvimui, vaizdą, patiekiama hipotezu, kad (i) muzikos yra ir be zdžionės vokalinėje rašikoje, kaip rodkilis emocijų, kurius sukela individuo intencionalumo veiksniai; (ii) gebėdama rekursyviai skaityti bendro intencionalumo veikėjų mintis, muzika evoliucionavo kaip ikonizuotas emocijų rodiklis; (iii) kaip demografinių pokyčių pasekmė, kolektyvinio intencionalumo veiksniai sukūrė muzikos instrumentus, siekdamai sumažinti struktūrinių ženklo sudėtingumą, turėdami tikslą koordinuoti bendras muzikines veiklas bei kultūriniškai perduoti simbolizuotos ikoninius emocijų indeksus.
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